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Summary
• The S&P500 index is expected to have a minor pullback this week. 

• Oil  is expected to continue doing its consolidation first and later challenge the overhead 
resistance zone. 

• GOLD  is expected to hold the price above $1300 but struggle to move back up near the 
$1350 area again.  
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SP500 index (ES mini, and SPY):

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up
Trade strategy:  buy on short-term correction pullback to around 2650 -- if it happens

SP500 index is likely to test an important level of overhead resistance (red line). The weekly 
PMO is above the signal line and rising, so a new buy signal was given.  The weekly momentum 
20-wEMA line also crossed above the 50-wEMA line to give a buy signal. The intermediate-term
outlook is good. The short-term overbought condition could lead to a brief pullback, but the index
is expected to hold the price above the support line in the longer term.
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up
Trade strategy:  buy around 200-dEMA line area

The SP500 index rallied along the top line of the rising wedge formation (green). The short-term 
momentum buying signal (20/50-dEMA lines crossing) remains intact. Now the 50-dEMA line is 
close to crossing above the 200-dEMA line, If it does this week, it suggests the intermediate-term
rally will continue. A potential short-term pullback is possible, but it would only encourage 
buyers to enter on the dip. For the downside, if the index falls below 2650 and closes under 2650 
we could see a substantial retracement to the 2450 area. I don't expect that to happen, but the 
China trade negotiations make almost anything possible.

Weekly Option 
Strike price Expiration

Date
Strike price Expiration

Date

2845

Meanline 2795 2/25/2019 ****

2710

**** see daily trading plan
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2. Oil ($WTIC, CL) 

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: neutral
Trade strategy:   buy on dip

Oil is going to challenge two overhead momentum resistance lines (the 50- and 200-wEMA).  
These two lines will form a key zone for the intermediate term. A break above that key zone 
would not only confirm the short-term inverted H&S pattern breakout, but also create the 
possibility of a move back to last year's high area. The weekly PMO is rising and is close to its 
signal line but has not yet given us a buying signal.  This week or next should give a clear 
indivation of where oil intends to go next.
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up
Trade strategy: Buy on support above the 50-dEMA line. 

Oil broke the neckline of the inverted H&S pattern. It looks bullish. But the top of the rising 
channel still holds oil price down. The daily PMO continues rising, accompanying an overbought 
condition.  In addition, the 200-dEMA line is lying ahead of the current price. Both the top line 
and long-term momentum line could prevent oil from popping through. However if oil moves 
above $60 line and closes above it, then the upside target at $65 will be in sight. 
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3. GOLD (GC, GLD)

INTERMEDIATE-TERM TREND DIRECTION: up
Trade strategy: buy on dip

Gold had one shooting star candlestick last week. The price action was bearish. But the price still 
closed green for the week.  The long-term resistance is near $1375. The weekly PMO indicator is 
rising. There still is a chance for gold to move up. 
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SHORT-TERM TREND DIRECTION:  up
Trade strategy:  buy on dip 

Gold broke a bull flag formation in the early days of last week, and subsequently reached $1350 
the reversed very fast. So far  the reversal could be treated as a back-fill move which was 
intended to fill two breakaway gaps, rather than a full-scale reversal. $1300 remains as a major 
support line. 
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC REPORTS
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